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Abstract

The structural properties of sulfur superstructures adsorbed on Ru(0001) have been widely studied in the past. However, much less effort has been devoted to determine their electronic properties. To understand the connection between structural and electronic properties, we have carried out density functional theory periodic boundary calculations mimicking the four long range ordered sulfur superstructures identified experimentally by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques. Our simulations allow us to characterize the nature of the sulfur-Ru bond, the charge transfer between the Ru substrate and the sulfur adlayers, the interface states, as well as a parabolic state recently identified in STM experiments. A simple analysis, based on a one-dimensional model, reveals that this parabolic state is related to a potential well state, formed in the surface when the concentration of sulfur atoms is large enough to generate a new minimum in the surface potential.

1 Introduction

The very rich phase diagram found in the superstructures of Sulfur adsorbed on Ruthenium(0001) has attracted much attention during the 90’s. At that time, both experimental studies and theoretical studies focused on the development of structural models aimed at explaining the different long range ordered phases of the system, which is characterized by both ordered and disordered sulfur superstructures. Such a versatile interface has recently received renewed interest, mostly because sulfur, similarly to other electronegative non-metals such as oxygen, can be successfully intercalated in the Graphene Ru(0001) interface. In fact the Graphene-S-Ru system, with a controlled amount of intercalated S atoms, may lead to a tunable doping of a quasi freestanding graphene layer, as already observed, for example, in the intercalation of Silicon oxide. Furthermore, the intercalation of S in the Graphene-Ru system opens the possibility of having an ordered intercalated structure, which breaks the hexagonal symmetry of the system.
Despite the detailed knowledge of the structural properties acquired for S-Ru systems, significantly less effort has been devoted to the determination of its electronic properties. Density functional theory (DFT) has been applied to characterize the density of states (DOS) of some of the two-dimensional long range ordered structures formed by sulfur on transition metal surfaces. Very recently, a scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) study carried out on different S-Ru interfaces has revealed a rich scenario. This work has focused on the empty part of the electronic spectrum, reporting spectral features assigned either to interface states or to potential well states, which exhibit a peculiar dependence on the sulfur coverage. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work analyzing the filled part of the band structure for the S-Ru interfaces.

Our aim in this work is investigating the connection between structural and electronic properties by studying the electronic bands of the S-Ru interface. On the one hand, we report the complete band structure for the long range ordered S-Ru interfaces, revealed by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) measurements. We focus our attention on the hybridization of the sulfur atomic orbitals with the Ru derived bands, which, as already found for weakly bound overlayers on transition metals, could take place in specific parts of the Brillouin Zone (BZ). For the S-Ru interfaces we find that a band mixing takes place over the entire BZ and suggests that a covalent S-Ru interaction is the binding mechanism of the S atoms over the surface. Such a strong interaction is also at the basis of an important and coverage dependent charge transfer from the Ruthenium surface to the S adlayer. This fact implies that, depending on the density of S atoms, the system could exhibit different chemical behaviors when interacting with other molecules or adlayers. We also analyze the puzzling behavior of the potential well state, which is not present for low coverage and exhibits a counterintuitive coverage dependent energy blue shift. In this work we show that this unusual behavior can also be explained by means of a simple one dimensional model.

Potential well states, actually image potential states, have been already reported for 2D materials, like monolayer and few-layers graphene. Similar potential well states (also
called super-atom states) have been reported for lower dimensionality systems like 1D carbon nanotubes and fullerene molecules. Even though they cannot participate in the formation of bonds, potential well states are particularly interesting, since they can combine with one another when monolayers are assembled to form layered solids, as in the case of the interlayer state of graphite, or more complex heterostructures. More importantly, they play a significant role in determining the empty spectrum of those systems, which is usually probed by two-photon spectroscopy or STS measurements, or other out-of-equilibrium processes that directly involve the empty states of the system.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we explain the details of our DFT calculations and the experimental set up used for the STM measurements.

In the Results section, we focus on the long range ordered S-Ru interfaces. First of all, we review the structural properties of the S-Ru interfaces (section 3.1), showing the STM topography and presenting the result of the DFT geometry optimizations. Then we study the S-Ru interaction mechanism based on the study of the charge transfer from the ruthenium surface to the S atoms (section 3.2). We complete our analysis, in section 3.3, by studying the electronic properties of each system. In particular we present the band structures of the S-Ru interfaces focusing on the interface states and we compare them with the band structures of S monolayers, obtained by peeling the S atoms off the Ru surface, which allows us to identify similarities and differences between the isolated S monolayers and their Ru-adsorbed versions. In the Discussion section, we analyze in detail the parabolic state found in the S-Ru calculations and present a simplified one-dimensional model to account for its main features. Finally in section 5, we summarize the conclusions.
2 Methods

2.1 DFT calculations

Our DFT calculations rely on the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method\cite{23} as implemented in the plane wave based code VASP\cite{25} using the PBE\cite{26} exchange-correlation functional, and a plane waves cut off of 400 eV. The S-Ru interface is modeled by a 5-layer Ru (0001) slab with S atoms adsorbed on one side. Four different adsorption geometries have been analyzed, with a surface coverage ranging from $\eta = 0.25$ to $\eta = 0.5$ (see section 3.1). The slab is then periodically repeated in the direction perpendicular to the surface (as it is customary in plane wave based codes) with a lattice constant $L_z = 70\text{Å}$, which results in a vacuum distance of $\sim 60\text{Å}$. These choices ensure a negligible interaction between the system replicas and a reasonably good description of the surface/interface states. We checked the reliability of the results performing control calculations, for the system with the smallest in plane unit cell, increasing the number of Ru layer up to 11 and also using symmetric slabs. The adsorption sites for each surface coverage were obtained by a full relaxation of the coordinates of the S atoms. During the relaxation process the atoms of the two-topmost Ru layers were also allowed to move. The effect of weak dispersion forces was taken into account using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler method\cite{27} BZ integrations for the geometry optimization have been carried out using $\Gamma$-centered Monkhorst-Pack (MP) grids\cite{28} characterized by a $\Delta k \lesssim 0.1\text{Å}^{-1}$. The relaxed slabs were then used as starting geometries for electronic structure and density of states calculations using MP meshes of $\Delta k \sim 0.03\text{Å}^{-1}$. Similar parameters have also been used to carry out calculations for the bare Ru slabs and the S monolayers.

2.2 STM measurements

Experiments have been carried out in a ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber, which base pressure is $5 \times 10^{-11}$ mbar. Our experimental setup is equipped with a low-temperature STM, as well as facilities for tip and sample preparation and analysis. The W tips have been
prepared by Ar\(^+\) sputtering (2.5 keV) in UHV for 45 minutes and resistive heating at high temperature.\(^{29}\) The Ru(0001) single crystal have been cleaned and flattened by a series of annealing (1400 K) and Ar\(^+\) sputtering (1.4 keV) cycles. The adsorption of the sulfur atoms have been achieved by exposing the crystal sample (kept at 500 K) to a partial pressure of H\(_2\)S. The different structures discussed throughout this work have been obtained by varying the exposure time from 45 to 180 seconds, and the pressure from \(2 \times 10^{-9}\) to \(2 \times 10^{-7}\) mbar.\(^{30}\) All the STM measurements have been carried out at room temperature.

![Image of STM topography](image)

**Figure 1:** Experimental results. STM topography of long range ordered S atom arrangements (bright spots) obtained exposing a clean Ru(0001) surface to H\(_2\)S; the resulting surface coverage is \(\eta = 0.25\) (a), \(\eta = 0.33\) (b), \(\eta = 0.43\) (c), \(\eta = 0.50\) (d); the blue lines are a guide to the eye to help out comparison with Fig.2. All images were measured at room temperature, bias voltage 1 V and tunneling current 30 nA.

3 Results

3.1 Structural properties

In past studies of S adsorption on Ru(0001)\(^{31}\) several atomic arrangements in the sub-monolayer regime were reported, each one characterized by a surface coverage ranging from \(\eta = 0.25\) to \(\eta = 0.58\). After \(\eta = 0.58\), further exposition to H\(_2\)S results in the formation
of two-layer structures. In Fig.1, we show topographic images of four long-range ordered structures of S atoms (bright spots) on the Ru surface, found after exposition of the clean Ru surface to increasing dose of H$_2$S. The surface reconstruction obtained with the smallest dose of H$_2$S is shown in Fig.1(a) and exhibits hexagonal symmetry. Its unit cell vectors are parallel to the Ru(0001) surface vectors with double length, hence we have a $p(2 \times 2)$ reconstruction and $\eta = 0.25$. Increasing the H$_2$S dose, we find another hexagonal phase (Fig.1(b)); this time the unit cell vectors exhibit a 30 degree rotation with respect to the Ru surface vectors, i.e. they form the $p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30$ surface reconstruction. Increasing the S coverage further, several disordered phases appear in which $p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30$ islands are separated by lines of higher sulfur density called domain walls. The typical size of the islands, (hence the typical distance between the domain walls) decreases as the sulfur coverage increases up to the crytical $\eta = 0.43$ value in which the minimum domain walls distance is realized and a new long range ordered phase appears (Fig.1(c)). This particular surface reconstruction, in which sulfur forms long stripes of “v” arranged atoms, is called Domain Walls close packed (DWcp). Finally, increasing the exposition further, we find a rectangular arrangements of S atoms on the surface (Fig.1(d)); this surface reconstruction is characterized by a unit cell that contains eight Ru atoms and it is called $c(2 \times 4)$ (see also Fig.2).

Guided by the STM results, we have performed DFT calculations for the four long range ordered structures observed in the experiments; the final atom arrangements with the unit cells and Brillouin Zones are given in Fig.2. Our results show that in the two hexagonal phases the S atoms are adsorbed in $hcp$ sites of the Ru(0001) surface. For the $p(2 \times 2)$ geometry (Fig.2(a)), the unit cell consists of one S atom and four Ru atoms per layer, whereas for the $p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30$ one, we have one S atom and three Ru atoms per layer (Fig.2(b)), resulting in $\eta = 0.33$. For the DWcp geometry, the most stable configuration of atoms is obtained with a minimum unit cell formed by seven Ru atoms per layer and three S atoms (Fig.2(c)), two adsorbed in $hcp$ sites and one adsorbed on a $fcc$ site; this results in a surface reconstruction...
Figure 2: Geometry information: (a-d) Hard-ball model (top view) of the investigated adsorption geometries. Only the two topmost layers of Ru atoms are visible and are shown as gray and black spheres, respectively; yellow circles represent S atoms adsorbed on hcp sites whereas orange circles represent S atoms on fcc sites. The red dashed line marks a possible choice for the 2D minimal unit cell, whereas the blue line is a guide to the eye to ease the comparison with STM measurements of Fig.1 (e-h) reciprocal space information: 1st BZ, reciprocal lattice vectors, and the high symmetry points used in the DFT calculations; the black or green points mark the k-point meshes used for the BZ integration in, respectively, the geometry optimizations or the self-consistent calculations; the red lines mark the BZ path used in the band plot of Fig.4 and Fig.5.
of $\eta = 0.43$. Finally the rectangular reconstruction is characterized by a unit cell made of eight Ru atoms per layer and four S atoms ($\eta = 0.50$), the latter are adsorbed in equal number on hcp and fcc sites (Fig.2d).

Table 1: Additional geometry information: $d_{S-Sur}$ is the average distance of the S layer from the topmost Ru layer; $d_{A-B}$ indicates the interatomic distance between atoms A and B; In the 5th column the maximum displacement of the Ru atoms from their nominal position is shown. In the last row, the corresponding values for the RuS$_2$ system are given for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
<th>$d_{S-Sur}$</th>
<th>Min($d_{S-Ru}$)</th>
<th>Min($d_{S-S}$)</th>
<th>Max Ru displ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p(2 \times 2)$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.65 Å</td>
<td>2.32 Å</td>
<td>5.40 Å</td>
<td>0.10 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.72 Å</td>
<td>2.32 Å</td>
<td>4.68 Å</td>
<td>0.04 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWcp</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.73 Å</td>
<td>2.29 Å</td>
<td>3.37 Å</td>
<td>0.13 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c(2 \times 4)$</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.72 Å</td>
<td>2.26 Å</td>
<td>3.30 Å</td>
<td>0.12 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuS$_2$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.34 Å</td>
<td>2.23 Å</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further geometry information is reported in table 1. From the results shown in this table, we observe that the average S-Ru(0001) distance and the minimum S-Ru, atom-atom, distance does not change significantly from one surface reconstruction to the other. The S-S minimum distance, on the other hand, is consistently higher than the nominal values of 2.05Å, reported for the single S-S bond formation. The short S-Ru bond length found in all the analyzed geometries suggests that the binding mechanism has a covalent nature (see also section 3.2), whereas the dispersion forces only play a minor role in determining the final geometry arrangements. Indeed we have verified that geometry optimizations carried out with the dispersion forces switched-off lead to almost identical final structures. These facts suggest that the driving mechanism for the formation of the sulfur overlayer is dictated by the Ru surface, which imposes the hexagonal symmetry for low coverage values; the S atoms on the other hand tend to repel each other, as it happens in the formation of non commensurate monolayers on transition metals. This last point justifies the fact that the hexagonal symmetry is lost as the quantity of S atoms is increased and that the adsorption sites are not all of the same kind for high coverage values.
Another interesting result is obtained by comparing the S-Ru distances obtained in our work with the nominal bond length found in Laurite (RuS₂)₃³, which is a stable solid compound in which a covalent S-Ru bond is found. In the latter case, the bond length is 2.34Å, a value very similar to those found for the sulfur overlayers on Ruthenium, despite the fact that the coordination number changes from system to system. Notice, for example, that in RuS₂ each S₂ unit (with S-S bond length 2.2Å) is surrounded by 6 Ru atoms with a total of 4 bonds per S atom, whereas in the p(2 × 2) geometry, which exhibits very similar S-Ru bond length, the S atom is bonded to three Ru atoms only.

### 3.2 Charge transfer

In order to further clarify the S-Ru interaction mechanism, we have calculated the charge transfer upon adsorption of sulfur. To do so, we have applied the partitioning method of atoms in molecules, first introduced by Bader.³⁴,³⁵ The results obtained are collected in Table 2 and in Fig 3(a-d). First of all, we notice that, in all cases, the S atoms gain a charge transfer upon adsorption of sulfur. To do so, we have applied the partitioning method of atoms in molecules, first introduced by Bader.³⁴,³⁵ The results obtained are collected in Table 2 and in Fig 3(a-d). First of all, we notice that, in all cases, the S atoms gain a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>η</th>
<th>S atom</th>
<th>e⁻ gained</th>
<th>Average over S</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Average over Ru top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p(2 × 2)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>S₇</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(√3 × √3)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>S₇</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWcp</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>S₇</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c(2 × 4)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>S₇</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RuS₂</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Average over S 0.23</td>
<td>Average over Ru 0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3: (a-d) Charge transfer upon adsorption of S on Ru(0001): the same atomic arrangements as in Fig.2 are displayed, the color of the spheres reflects the fraction of electron gained (red shades) or lost (blue shades) as indicated in the legenda; the hcp or fcc adsorption sites for the S atoms are marked by a “H” and a “F”, respectively; the yellow line in each panel mark the exact location of the vertical cuts of $\Delta \phi$ shown in (e-h). (e-h) Vertical cuts of the $\Delta \phi$ given as density plots; the atom positions are marked by black (Ru) and green (S) circles, whose radius reflects the atom distance from the cut position.

fraction of electron, whereas the Ru atoms, actually only the Ru atoms of the topmost layer (Ru_{top}), tend to lose electrons, reflecting the fact that the S atom is more electronegative than the Ru atom. We observe that as the S density on the surface increases, the charge gained per S atom decreases. The most important results, however, are listed in the last two columns of Table 2, where we report the total charge and the average charge per Ru atom that the topmost Ru layer transfers to the S atoms. We see a correlation between the charge transferred and the percentage of S atoms in the adlayer, with a maximum fraction of 1.28 electrons per unit cell transferred for the maximum surface coverage. The capability of the Ru(0001) surface to donate electrons was already proved in the past: monolayer graphene appears n-doped when adsorbed over the Ru(0001) surface.\cite{11} Our results demonstrate that the adsorption of S atoms opens the possibility to alter this capability, as part of the charge of the topmost Ru atoms goes to the adsorbed S atoms. Moreover it suggests that the different S-Ru surfaces may exhibit a completely different chemical behavior when interacting.
with molecules deposited on the surface or when adsorbing another adlayer, as for instance graphene.

To complete the analysis of the charge transfer, we make use of Fig.3(a-d), in which we show that all the topmost Ru atoms participate in transferring electrons to S, even though not all of them contribute in the same way. In the case of the $p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})$ geometry (Fig.3(b)), all the Ru atoms are equivalent, as all of them make a bond with the S atoms. In the $p(2 \times 2)$ geometry (Fig.3(a)), on the other hand, a slight difference is observed between the charge transfer by the four topmost atoms, with the Ru atoms forming the S-Ru bond contributing the most. More striking asymmetries are observed for the DWcp and the $c(2 \times 4)$ geometries. In the former, we see that the two Ru atoms that lay below the “v” arrangement of S atoms are the ones that transfer most of the charge, whereas in the latter, the Ru atoms that transfer the highest fraction of charge are organized in horizontal lines.

An interesting point of view is offered by the electron density redistribution ($\Delta \phi$), for which we show vertical cuts, given as density plots, in Fig.3(e-h). $\Delta \phi$ is defined as follows:

$$\Delta \phi(r) = \phi_{S-Ru}(r) - \phi_S(r) - \phi_{Ru}(r).$$

In each $\phi$ is the total electron density as obtained in three (per each system) different DFT calculations: $\phi_{S-Ru}$ corresponds to the S-Ru system, whereas the other two electron densities are obtained from DFT calculations in which the Ru substrate ($\phi_S$) or the sulfur overlayer ($\phi_{Ru}$) had been removed, keeping unchanged the coordinates of the remaining atoms. Fig.3(e-h) show that a strong charge redistribution takes place in the vicinity of the S atoms. In particular, in Fig.3(e-h) we observe a region of charge depletion just below the S atoms, with regions of accumulation of electron density in the direction connecting the S atoms with the Ru atoms of the surface. In Fig.3(e-h) we have displayed $\Delta \phi$ cuts in the vicinity of $hcp$ S atoms, however we have verified that cuts near $fcc$ S atoms show a similar behavior. The observed charge displacement demonstrates that the S atoms are covalently
bonded to the surface.

### 3.3 Electronic Bands

The charge redistribution that takes place in the S-Ru interfaces directly affects their electronic properties, as shown in Fig.4, in which we depict the DFT band structure for the four long range ordered S-Ru phases analyzed in this work. To get more insight into the interface states, we have highlighted the one-electron states that exhibited a high localization of the wavefunction on the S layer or on the topmost Ru layer (Ru_{top}). To do so, we have proceeded as follows: for each one-electron state, labeled by band index \( n \) and quasi-momentum \( k \), characterized by band energy \( \varepsilon_{n,k} \) and wavefunction \( \psi_{n,k} \), we have calculated the probability density as function of the out of plane coordinate \( z \), given by:

\[
\rho_{nk}(z) = \int_{2Duc} dx dy |\psi_{nk}(x, y, z)|^2,
\]

where the double integral was carried out over the in-plane unit cell (2Duc). Then for each state we calculated the integral

\[
\int_{z_a}^{z_b} dz \rho_{nk}(z),
\]

choosing \( z_a \) and \( z_b \) so that the \( z \) position of either the S layer or the topmost Ru layer were included in the integration region. We hence have been able to assign to the interface region those one-electron states for which the weight given by (3) is at least 40%. Moreover we have further distinguished these states into pure S states (red dots in Fig.4), purely Ru_{top} (blue dots), or interface states, shown as dots with intermediate shades, determined by the relative weight of S and Ru_{top} contributions. At this point, we stress the fact that the DFT one-electron states only provide a qualitative view of the band structure of a system. To get quantitative accurate prediction of the energies and the wave functions more sophisticated Many Body methods must be used.

First of all, we notice that in all band plots one or more deep almost-flat bands are present
Figure 4: (a-d) Band structure along high symmetry BZ paths of the S-Ru system shown in Fig.2. The size of each point in the band plot marks how much a one electron state is localized in the interface region; a red point marks a purely sulfur state, a blue point marks a one electron state mostly localized on the topmost Ru layer, intermediate shades were used for mixed states, i.e. states whose $\rho$ integral was high on both the S and the topmost Ru layer, whereas gray points were used for all the remaining one electron states.

for energies $\sim -14$eV. These bands are generated by the 3s sulfur atomic orbital and do not participate to the binding of the S atoms. Starting at $\sim -6$ eV and up to $\sim 2$ eV, we find a profusion of bands, mostly due to the d-bands of ruthenium. For $\eta \leq 0.33$ it is possible to follow the interface state along the BZ path. For higher coverage values it is more difficult to follow the dispersion of the interface states because of the larger number of atoms in the unit cell. On the other hand, in this energy window it is not possible to find a pure sulfur state, which means that the $3p$ sulfur atomic orbitals are all “engaged” in the formation of the chemical bond with the ruthenium surface.

The last remarkable feature in Fig. 4 is that for $\eta \geq 0.33$ a parabolic band, which has mainly a sulfur character, is present in the empty part of the band structure. In ref. 13 it was shown that it is possible to detect this one electron state by means of STS measurements, since this state causes the appearance of a peak in the spectrum that shifts with the sulfur coverage of the surface. Here we stress the fact that the energy of this parabolic state increases as the sulfur coverage increases, so that for $\eta = 0.33$ the vertex of the parabola is found at $\sim 3.7$eV; in the DWcp geometry it is found at 4.1 eV, and for $\eta = 0.50$ it is at 4.3 eV.
In order to get further insight into the electronic bands of the S-Ru interfaces, we have calculated the band structure (Fig. 5) of Sulfur monolayers peeling the S atoms off the optimized S-Ru structure. Like in other one-atom thick flat bi-dimensional systems, due to the plane reflection symmetry, the relevant bands in the system are characterized by wave functions with even (\(\sigma\) bands) or odd (\(\pi\) bands) symmetry under reflection on the atomic plane. Hence, depending on the number of S atoms in the unit cell, the S monolayers present between one and four deep \(\sigma\) bands (not visible in Fig. 5) at energies \(E - E_F \sim -10\)eV. As already pointed out, these bands arise from the 3s electronic state of the isolated S atoms, and do not participate in the chemical bond between the S atoms and the Ru surface, since their energies are lower than the bottom of the Ru conduction band (found at \(-6\)eV with respect to the \(E_F\)). On the contrary, the 3p states of the S atom generate \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\) bands with energies close to \(E_F\). These states are responsible for the chemical bond formation between the S atoms and the Ru surface, and produce interface states between S and Ru.

A deep knowledge of the system can be gained by observing the band dispersion in each of the different geometries. In the case of the \(p(2 \times 2)\) structure, we find flat \(E(k)\) dispersions for the \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\) bands, i.e., we see the band structure of periodically repeated quasi-isolated S atoms. On the other hand, the decrease of S-S distance leads to an increase of the S-S interaction, resulting in increasingly stronger band dispersion in the \(p(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})\), DWcp and \(c(2 \times 4)\) geometries, the most pronounced one being observed for the \(c(2 \times 4)\) system.

In addition to the valence \(\sigma\) and \(\pi\) states, other interesting information can be obtained from the empty part of the band structures shown in Fig. 5. The most prominent feature is the presence of a quasi-continuum of bands starting at \(\sim 5\)eV and having a parabolic dispersion with \(k\); these are the free electron solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations that form a continuum in the \(L_z \rightarrow \infty\) limit, and can be used to estimate the energy of the vacuum level. Superimposed to the quasi-continuum it is possible to find other discrete one-electron states whose nature and properties depend on the specific symmetry of the

\footnote{It is worth mentioning that there is no evidence of the existence of freestanding planar 2D form of Sulfur.}
Figure 5: Band structure along high symmetry BZ paths (see Fig. 2) for S monolayers: the S atom arrangements in each case is taken from the optimized position in the corresponding S-Ru system removing the Ru substrate. Red and blue thick lines are used for σ and π symmetry, respectively; green and magenta thick lines mark the PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ states, whereas all other bands appear as thin gray lines.

In Fig. 5 two very remarkable bands (that we label PS$_1$ and PS$_2$) are found below the free electron threshold. In Fig. 6 we analyze the PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ one-electron states calculating their ρ(z), by means of eq. (2) at the Γ point. We also add in each panel the ρ(z) for the parabolic state observed in the corresponding S-Ru interfaces.

Clearly PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ represent one-electron states characterized by a bound motion in the out-of-plane direction, since their wavefunction tends to zero for $z \to \pm \infty$. They are not obtained as a combination of atomic orbitals of the isolated S atoms, as demonstrated for freestanding graphene, but a specific free electron model is needed to correctly account for them. Indeed, as we have shown in Fig. 5, increasing the number of S atoms in the unit cell increases the number of σ and π bands, whereas only two PS bands are observed.
in each system. Moreover, PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ have opposite symmetry with respect to the S plane; the $\rho_{PS_1}(z)$ presents a local maximum for $z = 0$, whereas $\rho_{PS_2}$ has a node there. This fact suggests that the PS states are the first two states of a series of bound states below the vacuum level, which appear due to the potential well formed by the S layer, just as it happens in the series of image potential states observed in graphene,$^{15,17}$ or super atom states in carbon nanotube$^{18}$ and fullerenes.$^{19}$ In our case, such an infinite series is interrupted due to the incorrect asymptotic behavior of the one-electron potential of our DFT approach, which is not able to reproduce the image potential tail at high distances from the surface, but nevertheless is helpful in giving some qualitative properties.

### 4 Discussion

The comparison between PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ and the parabolic state in the corresponding S-Ru interface, carried out in Fig. 6 shows that both PS states are strongly affected and modified when the S monolayer is created on top of the Ru surface. They interact with the image states of the Ru slab, which leads to the formation of hybrid parabolic bands (the parabolic state itself is one of those). PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ interact as well with the interface states. In particular, as shown in ref 13, the presence of a high number of interface states at the $\Gamma$ point explains the absence of a parabolic band in the $p(2 \times 2)$ geometry. In the other three S-Ru interfaces, we find a single parabolic band, whose vertex at the $\Gamma$ point shifts toward high energies as the surface coverage increases. Looking at the corresponding $\rho$, we see that the parabolic bands are similar to the PS$_1$ states in the vacuum region, whereas in the Ru region their intensity rapidly drops.

Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5 we can identify two remarkable features of the parabolic bands in the S-Ru interface: i) PS$_1$, which is the main contributor to the parabolic state in the S-Ru interfaces, is present in all the S monolayer systems, whereas the parabolic band is absent in the $p(2 \times 2)$ S-Ru interface; ii) PS$_1$ and PS$_2$ appear roughly at the same energy in all
the S monolayers, whereas, when present, the parabolic state exhibits a shift towards higher energies when the coverage increases. In ref [13] both facts were attributed to a competition between the band folding effect and the localization of the one-electron level on the S plane. Here we develop our analysis further, showing that it is possible to understand both results by using a simplified one-dimensional model.

In Fig. 7, we have plotted the averaged one-dimensional potential as a function of the out-of-plane coordinate for the four analyzed surfaces. From this figure we see that the presence of the S atoms induces changes in the potential due to the Ru surface. Nevertheless only for $\eta \geq 0.33$ a new minimum appears in the potential, related to the S layer, that facilitates the appearance of new localized states on the S layer.

This last point and the energy shift of the parabolic states are further clarified in Fig. 8, where we show some of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions obtained after the diagonalization of the one-dimensional potential shown in Fig. 7. It is worth mentioning that the number of bound states, their energies, and the shape of their wavefunctions depends on the asymptotic conditions set for the potential. In our work we tried three different options that give qualitatively equivalent results: i) we set $V=0$ for $z < -6\text{Å}$ and for $z > 15\text{Å}$ (we will refer to the corresponding results with “Tail=0”); ii) we did not use any particular tail, taking

\footnote{These potentials are obtained averaging on the 2D unit cell the total potential felt by an electron (i.e. the Coulomb and the Exchange-Correlation potential).}
Figure 8: (a-d) $\rho(z)$ for the bound states in the $E > -5\text{eV}$ energy range of the 1D average potential with the “Tail=0” option. The plot are placed vertically according to the corresponding eigenvalue; the vertical axis gives the value of these eigenvalues in eV and the energy scale for the averaged potential, which appears as a solid blue line; the vertical gridlines mark the position of the atomic layers. (e) Absolute value of the eigenvalue $E_{13}$ for all the coverage values and all the “Tail” conventions. (f) Value of the eigenvalue $E_{13}$ using as reference the $E_{11}$ eigenvalue for all the coverage values and all the “Tail” conventions. In (e-f) the lines are a guide to the eye.

directly the averaged potential from the DFT calculations ("NoTail"); iii) we used a common image-potential like tail that drops like $x^{-1}$ for $|x| \to \infty$ (“ImgTail”)

In Fig. 8(a-d) we report the $\rho(z)$ for the 11th, 12th, and 13th eigenfunctions that are the only states having energy higher than -5 eV when we use the “Tail=0” option. For all coverage values, $\psi_{11}$ can be described as a slab state, as its $\rho(z)$ is distributed over the entire slab. On the contrary, $\psi_{12}$ and $\psi_{13}$ are surface-like states, since their $\rho(z)$ are peaked outside the slab; they are very close to the potential well states described in the previous section. These states resemble shape resonances found in atomic and molecular systems, and the method used here to uncover them, namely to impose different artificial forms of the potential in the asymptotic region, is common practice in atomic and molecular physics problems (see, e.g., \cite{ref} and references therein). Interestingly in all four slabs the S layer causes that the two surface states are quite separated in energy, whereas a symmetric slab made only of Ruthenium has
two degenerate surface state. $\psi_{12}$ is associated to the Ru termination of the slab whereas $\psi_{13}$ is mostly peaked on the S side of the slab, hence it can be considered the one-dimensional counterpart of the parabolic state of Fig. 4. More interestingly, we see that, for the $\eta = 0.25$ coverage, the $\psi_{13}$ state is very close to the vacuum level, which means that this state would be more “vulnerable” when the real three dimensional potential is considered; hence it is not surprising that for the $p(2 \times 2)$ S-Ru interface we do not find the parabolic state. We also observe that the absolute value of $E_{13}$ decreases as $\eta$ increases -see Fig. 8(e). This fact is consistent with the potential well formed by the S atoms, which becomes deeper as $\eta$ increases. Interestingly we see that the parabolic state in the S-Ru interfaces follows the opposite behavior. As shown in Fig. 8(f), when these energies are referred to that of the last slab state ($E_{11}$), which can be considered as the equivalent of the Fermi level of the three dimensional system, all energies increase with coverage, in agreement with the behavior observed for the parabolic states. Therefore, the present analysis confirms that the origin of the parabolic states in S-Ru interfaces is the localization of the electron density around potential wells formed by the presence of the S atoms on the Ru surface. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the previous conclusion does not depend on the particular choice of the tail of the potential (see Fig. 8(e,f)).

5 Conclusions

In this manuscript, we have presented a DFT based study of the electronic properties of long range ordered S-Ru interfaces revealed by STM measurements. We have first described the structural properties of each S-Ru interface, focusing in particular on the nature of the interaction between the S atoms and the Ru surface. A comparative analysis of the S-Ru bond length and the charge transfer between the Ru surface and the S atoms have allowed us to determine that the Sulfur atoms make covalent bonds with the Ru surface in all the studied interfaces. More importantly, we have found that there is a direct relation between
the amount of charge transferred by the Ru surface and the sulfur density on the surface. This fact demonstrates that the sulfur adsorption can alter the capability of the Ru surface to further donate electrons to other adsorbed molecules or adlayers. It also suggests that each different surface could show a different chemical behavior, which can be fine tuned controlling the percentage of deposited sulfur. The covalent nature of the bond was also corroborated by the analysis of the DFT band structure of each system, in which we were able to identify the pure S one-electron states and the S-Ru interface states. Interestingly, in addition to a deep \((E - E_F \sim -14\text{eV})\) pure sulfur band, coming from the sulfur 3s orbital, our results show that it does not exist pure S states in the valence band, as all the sulfur 3p orbitals are engaged in forming covalent bonds with the ruthenium surface. More interestingly, in three of the four studied interfaces we have detected a parabolic state, mostly of S nature, whose energy increases when the percentage of sulfur atoms on the surface increases. From the study of the band structure of artificial monolayers of S atoms, obtained by removing the supporting Ru atoms, we were able to determine that this new parabolic state, recently revealed in scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments, is in fact a potential well state, which appears on the surface when the amount of adsorbed sulfur is high enough to induce the presence of an additional potential well in the vicinity of the surface. Finally, we have presented a one-dimensional model that allowed us to account for the dispersing behavior of the parabolic state with the surface coverage.
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